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THE FIVE PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’ INTERACTION STRATEGIES 
DEALING WITH PASSIVE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN ENGLISH CLASS: A 

STUDY AT SMPN 1 BANYUBIRU 

RatihRakasiwi 

 

Abstract 

Since globalization era has big influence in all major fields in every nation all over the 
world, one language as a lingua franca is badly needed. English is a language which has 
ability to connect everybody internationally. Since English is important, so English is 
taught start from early education level. However, it is not only about learning English as 
their second language. The more important factor is how the students can actively 
communicate especially in English. It is in line with Paulsen (2006) that passive learner 
will not have experience by avoiding social environment. Regarding with this statement, 
this study investigated in how the pre-service teachers’ interaction strategies to face 
some passive students in SMPN1 Banyubiru. In fact, as pre-service teachers class 
management had big influence on their final result. This study will focus on how these 
five pre-service teachers apply some strategies to stimulate good interaction with the 
passive students. So, five pre-service were observed to find the real class situation. It 
was supported with interviewing the pre-service teachers for about 25 minutes. So they 
could describe and express the idea how they figure out the students’ passiveness and 
deal with it to make active classroom situation. 

 

Key words: Reticence, Passive students, Pre-service teachers ‘ interaction strategies, 
Active classroom interaction 

 

Introduction 

Nowadays we are facing a phenomenal era, which is globalization era. That 

means every single person in this world can easily know what is happening in all over 

the world by high technology of social media. Moreover, this situation stimulates people 

to communicate with each other instantly and easily although it has far distance.  Like 

as cited in Hakan (2011), globalization is when people do not have a far distance as a 

problem. However one language must be needed to connect everyone, which is English. 

As we realize that English is seen as common language, it is supported by Park & 
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Oxford (1998) that English is increasingly becoming an international language. English 

started to have big role in diplomacy, economic and education field. As cited in Reid 

(2012), it is in line with previous explanation that English is not only used by people but 

it becomes part of globalization’s process. 

Many countries realize that English is important to be learnt. It is essential that 

English must be taught asone of subject in every school. It is proven by Littlewood’s 

research (1999) that Asian countries set teaching English as second language. As 

students, it is necessary to learn English since communicative skill is needed to join 

globalization era. In English classroom, students and teacher have a big role to resolve 

the success of the students’ learning. It is in line with Kelryoung (1998) that a teacher is 

assumed having big influence for classroom learning environment. At the present timeit 

is not only certified teachers who can teach in class, but also some colleges have 

permitted to teach in English class. As pre-service teachers, these colleges are 

supervised by real teacher in order to have fine result for their teaching practicum class. 

However, to get good mark pre-service teachers should have good management 

class and deliver the material successfully. On the other hand, students should have big 

portion on learning activities. It can be problems if the students have less willing in 

interact with the teacher.  First, the students will have difficulty to acquire the 

knowledge from English course. Communicative language skill will be difficult to get. 

The second, pre-service teachers will have lower point on their final grade due to their 

unsuccessfully class management. As pre-service teachers, they need to have certain 

interaction strategy to eliminate some barrier in classroom interaction activity, 

especially for passive students. It is necessary to make the students actively engage in 
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class activity in order to make them acquire knowledge and apply it into good English 

communication skill. 

This research aimed to reveal how pre-service teachers interaction strategies in 

order to deal with passive junior high school in English class.  This research focuses on 

one junior high school, SMPN 1 BANYUBIRU. The reason why this research uses this 

school, because based on English teacher statement that 70 percent of each classis not 

familiar with English. Since most of them did not receive English course in elementary 

school. This background knowledge factor can influence students passively interact 

with learning activity. 

The importance of this research, hopefully it can contribute suitable outcome for 

education. Especially for teacher and pre-service teachers, it might help to deal with 

passive students in classroom. The finding will show some strategies dealing with 

passive students in order to make an effective learning activity. As cited in Murberg 

(2006) that good strategies are needed to teach passive students. Basically effective 

learning activities help students to acquire English knowledge better.  

 

Literature Review 

This study aimed to analyze : 

What are the pre-service teachers’ interaction strategies to engage with passive 

junior high school students in Englishclass ? 

 

As purposed before, this research aimed to answer what are pre-service teachers’ 

interaction strategies facing passive students in English class. The data showed that 
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these pre-service teachers had some interaction strategies to make communicative 

English classroom. Before showed the data, define the meaning of interaction strategies 

and passive students is fundamental thing. 

 Choosing certain strategies in teaching English is a crucial thing, as stated by 

Demirel( 2004) as cited in Hakan(2010). The strategies are needed in teaching and 

learning activity to stimulate the students’ interaction in every activity. At this study, it 

will focus on interaction strategy toward classroom participation. As defined by Lee & 

Ng (2010) teachers’ interaction strategy is seen as interaction device by the teacher to 

interact with his or her students in classroom.At this study, the teacher interaction 

strategies will focus on reducing passive student or reduce reticence in classroom 

activity. Before discuss about interaction strategy, students’ reticence must be 

understood. As cited in Chang (2011) that Reticence is defined as an obstacle for 

language learning practice in class participation.As claimed by Liu & Jackson (2009) 

that the obstacle is influenced by students’ language competence, previous negative 

speaking experience in class, and lacked of confidence. Those reasons stimulates 

students reluctant to speak in foreign language classroom setting. It might lead students 

become passive, as cited from Cheng (2000) that passive students are seen when they 

are reluctant to participate in classroom discourse, unwilling to give responses, and they 

depend on the teacher to get knowledge. 

In order to answer the research question, this study will based on categories 

teacher’s interaction strategies to stimulate students be more active in class based on 

Lee & Ng (2010), the strategieswere characterized as: first is seen from participation 

rights, it is about how much student and teacher talk in classroom. The second is the 

role of teacher and students, which is teacher as an instructional or facilitator role. The 
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third is how the teacher organize classroom interaction, whether interaction pattern is 

teacher fronted or learner initiated. 

The first strategy isfirst is participation rights, it is about how much student and 

teacher talk in classroom. In classroom activity, the precentage of teacher talk might 

influence how much students can talk. In order to make students have bigger portion in 

classroom participation, certain teachers’ strategy is needed in holding the activity. As 

stated by Lee & Ng(2010) The teacher must not disturb interaction device that offers 

learner the opportunities to speak in classroom. On the Cheng’s (2000) observation’s 

result showed that students had more opportunities speak in Englis class when they 

worked in class discussion and delivering group or individual presentation. 

Then, the second strategy is the role of teacher and students, which is teacher as 

an instructional or facilitator role. As cited by Cullen (2002) that as a facilitator it must 

set of facilitative interaction device with their students in classroom activity. The 

facilitative interaction might be as personalizing a topic by doing practical task, using 

referential question, elaboration between teacher and students in role plays or students’ 

role plays, repetition, and giving content focused feeedback from the students and the 

teacher. It is supported by Wen & Clément (2003) as cited by Zhang (2011) ,a positive 

reinforcement strategy insupportive climate can help promote students’ engagement and 

reduce anxiety .An engagement can be built between students and teacher interaction in 

class in every activity. Richard (2008) stated thatengagement between students and 

teacher in interactive classroom provides thefoundation for developing and 

strengthening student’s learningprocess. 

 The third is how to organize classroom interaction, whether interaction pattern is 

teacher fronted or learner initiated. In a study of Cheng (2000), a teacher named Mary 
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Rebscher suggested that if a class is morelearner-centered, the class will be more 

active.As cited from Cheng (2000) that working in small group and having part  in 

language games are seen as favourite students’ activities. McDonough (2004) as cited 

by Zhang(2011) also suggested that games can be designed forencouraging students to 

actively participate in class. 

Those interaction strategies are needed by the language teacher to have good 

engagement with the students in order to have an effective class. It is in line with 

Tsui(1996) as cited by Cheng (2000)thatsuccesful strategies minimize language learning 

reticence. 

 

The study 

Context of the study 

The setting of my research is on one junior high school. That is SMPN 1 

Banyubiru. It is located in the small town which is called Ambarawa, Semarang – 

Central Java. There are some reasons why I choose this school to conduct my research. 

These reasons are strenghtened by teacher’s statement that I got before conduct the 

research. My first reason is that, this is one of the school that is provided by the faculty 

to conduct teaching practicum course at the second term. My second reason is that the 

percentage of passive students are bigger than active students.The third reason is most 

of the students are not familiar with English. Based on those reasons, there is a big 

opportunity to have research about pre-service teachers’ interaction strategies toward 

passive students in English class. 
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Participants 

The participants of the study are five pre-service teachers from English 

Department of SatyaWacanaChrisitian University’s students. All of them teach in 7 

grade and 8 grade of junior high school. The participants are taken from fourth year 

students. They are female and male pre-service teachers and they are approximately 22 

years old. The study will be purposive sampling strategies. The participants’ identities 

were hidden by initial only to keep participants’ profile confidential. 

 

Instrument of data collection 

In order to answer the research question, the data were collected by Stimulated-

recall interview. The participants will be observed when they teaching in classroom. 

Then the pre-service teachers will be interviewed based on the video-taped. On the 

interview section, the participants also can review and reflect their previous teaching. 

During the stimulated recall interview, I would like to focus on some cases related with 

the pre-service teachers’ interaction strategies toward passive students in classroom; 

1. The obstacles in English classroom of students being passive. 

2. The pre-service teachers’ interaction strategies dealing with passive 

students in having interaction in learning activity. 

 

Procedure of data collection 

 The study uses qualitative data since the study is seeking about the pre-service 

teachers’ interaction strategies dealing with passive students in English class. The 
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qualitative data were collected through video recording and stimulated recall interview. 

Some English classes delivered by the participants will be observed and video taped. 

The observation would be held for total 10 hours. Besides, field notes will also be taken 

during the observation to gain more information. Then, each participant will be 

interviewed. The interview focuses on the teachers’ teaching experience and their 

interaction strategies dealing with the passive students. 

 

Procedure of data analysis 

Through the interview recording and field notes, the activities that the teachers 

use will be analyzed; whether it is classified as interaction strategies toward passive 

students or not. The unsuccessful activities will be analyzed deeper by using the data 

that I get from the interview. In order to have suitable result, all quotations were taken 

from interview’s result would be translated into English. The video transcribed were not 

translated to present clear situation in classroom. 

 

Discussion  

 On this research will discuss about students passivity in English classroom 

interaction. These occurrences were appeared in every pre-service teacher’s class. It will  

showthe form of students’ passiveness by the data display from observations. The 

confirmation of the pre-service teachers will be shown on the interview’s result. It 

included their hypothesis of the cause students become passive. Since the students’ 

passiveness was seen, these pre-service teachers had some interaction strategies to 
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stimulate effective communication classroom. It can be seen from the observation result 

they solve the strategies in time. 

A. Form of students’ passiveness in English classroom. 

Based on the observation to some classes, it is shown that the students had 

various types of passiveness. On this study, it was divided into two big passive forms. 

The first one was students’ passiveness in classroom interaction and the second was 

students’ passiveness in doing task. This study was strengthened by the interview result 

from pre-service students toward these passive students. 

 

1. The students were passive in classroom interaction 

To describe more about students’ passiveness in interaction, the research 

concern on how the classroom situation based on the video taped. On this video 

showed, it reveal that the students were reluctant in classroom communication. 

Extract 1.1 Participant C’s classroom situation during observation on February 26th 09.02 – 
09.03 

C  :”Kmrn ma miss murni diajari jobs ttg apa?” 
S (all) : (No answer) 
C  : “Description text ya..” 
S (some) :”Yaaa..des.crip,,tion” ( repeating the teacher ) 
C :” Ada yang masihinget description text tu yang gimana?”(Teacher  

prepare to write on white board) 
C  :“Description ya..brarti text tentang ,,?? Ayoo description ya..apaa?” 
S (all) : (No answer) (Teacher stands in front of class without pointing) 
C  : “Tentang apa?” 
S(1) :”Deskripsii…” 
C  :”Naaah,,deskripsiya..mendeskripsikan.” 
 
 

In order to confirm what happened in the classroom activity, interview is done 

based video taped. During Teacher’s C stimulated recall interview, he gave following 

confirmation “ It made me frustated when I asked aquestion to the students , but they 
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just looked back at me without give any word”(Pre-service teacher C’s statement during 

interview session on March 28th 2013) 

This situation showed that most of the students had low respond toward 

teacher’s question. The participants seemed to repeat the question until 4 times to get 

the answer. More over, it was just one student who answered his question. Almost all 

of the students did not even try to answer the teacher’s question. Although the 

teacher asked about something that they have learnt before.There is only one way 

interaction, which is from the teacher to the students only and the students gave no 

any resppond toward it. 

The reasons why students did not answer the question was not really clear 

stated. However this participant confirmed that he might know the causes, as stated 

by participant C that“ I think, they are not understand about the topic. Eventhough 

it had been taught before..umm I found most of them have no note about the 

topic”(Pre-service teacher C’s statement during interview session onMarch 28th2013). 

Since this participant found that most of the students have no approriate handbook or 

note taking, it might be said that these students lacked of the knowledge. It is in line 

with theory of Dorney (1994) as cited in Bahouset all (2011) that language learners 

have different levels of motivation that was affected by their achievement and self 

confidence. This factor can encourage students passively respons the teacher’s 

question because of their uncertainty of the topic. Most of these students had no 

confidence to answer because they have less achievement of the topic before. 

Less interaction between students and teacher is not only influenced by 

students’ background knowledge, but also by teacher factor itself. This assumption is 

supported by Demirell’s theory (2004) that deciding method of teaching English 
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properly is an essential factor. The way teacher teaches in class could encourage 

students to be passive. As seen from next occurrence, it shows participant A’s video 

taped on classroom situation. 

Extract 1.2 Participant A’s classroom situation during observation on February 13rd 08.30 
–08.34 

T : “Teleponyatadi diawali pake apa?” 
S : “Hallo” 
T : “Ya bener.” 
T : “Trus kalo telp langsungbilang ‘hei,, aku tadi gni gni’ apa itu bener?” 
S : “Salaah,…” 
T : “Iya bener. Aku salam dulu....good morning atau good evening gitu ya” 

(Teacher write the phone step,talking by herself and explain with write on the 
whiteboard,, did not ask the students directly) 

T : “The second step is.. dial the number yaa..bener?” 
S : (no answer) 
T : “Third step is..apa?”(face the whiteboard) 
S : (no answer) 

  
 In order to make the video taped’s evidence clearer, during teacher A’s 

stimulated recall interview she gave following confirmation:  

Extract 2.1Pre-service teacher A’s statement during interview session on March26th 2013 

Participant A’s statement that “ because…when I explained the material, their eyesight 
was just blank ….ummm they knew nothing. I knew it..but none of them asked me to re 
explain or at least try to answer my question, if they’re more active to ask perhaps they 
learn better”. 

 
This data showed that the students did not answer every teacher’s question on 

ecplanation section. This participant explained the material by writing on the white 

board and asking the students at the same time. This participant claimed that the 

students know nothing, since they did not answer her question. As cited from 

participant A’s statement that these students were passively ask the teacher to explain 

more detail and answer the question. 

On the other hand, teacher have big role on this incident. The participant’s 

technique in explaining the material might be one big factor. As it seen that this 
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participant write and explain at the same time. The situation seemed not stimulate 

students to answer the question since the pre-service teacher’s manner did not focus 

on having interaction with the students. As suggested by Clement &all (1998) as 

cited in Lee & Ng (2010) that students’ eagerness to speak is established not only by 

learner but also by the situation arround them. Since the pre-service teacher only 

explain and write fast, students seemed had no time to answer. The teacher’s 

question looked like confirmation question only. This notion is supported by 

Maclntyre (1998) as cited by Lee & Ng (2010) that without opportunity, students 

will not be stimulated to communicate.   

2. The students were passive in doing task 

Beside the students found passively respond teacher’s interaction, it was found 

that pre-service teachers had difficulty to make them actively did the task. This 

assumption is supported by the following Participant D’s video-taped transcribed. 

Extract 1.3 Participant D’s classroom situation during observation on February 
7th11.37- 11.39 
 
T : “Okee thank youu,, give aplause buat temenya.. sekarang siapa yang mau 

maju?” 
S(all): “Aprii aprii nikeen majuuuuu,,,weidyaaan...isora…hahaha” 
T : “Pssst.. jangan ngejek temenya” 
T : “Ayoo,,kalian berdua aja maju” ( point at the others students) 
S1&2: (smile and keep sit on their desk) 
T : “Ya udahyang lainya...sapa ayoo?” 
 

The bold font in transcription showed that some students reluctant to perform in 

class.In order to strenghtened the assumption and make it clearer, participant D gave 

a statement during stimulated recall interview.He gave this following confirmation. 

 Extract2.2Pre-service teacher D’s statement during interview session on March25th2013 

“ I found umm,,some students did not want to perform in front of class. Well 
they just sat on their desk and kept shaking their head and say NO. I move to the 
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other students because it wasted time if I just presuadde some students to 
perform” 

 

  The data showed that some students had no willing and rejected to perform in 

front of class. It seemed that the classroom situation or the classmates’ comment 

influenced these students become passively do the task to perform in class. Facing 

this incident, the pre-service teacher did not persuade these students but transferred 

the task for the other students. 

  Classroom situation has a big role in holding an effective activity. At this stage, 

students have big influence to the others. Good manner might be good impact for the 

others’ activeness, but the opposite is proven happened from this incident. When the 

classmates mocked and gave comment, it raised the awareness and afraid to perform. 

As cited in Chang (2011) that students cared about classmates’ opinion since they 

were afraid of making mistake. Moreover, the pre-service teacher did not give extra 

attention into this. He let these students not to face the situation and let them try. It 

contrasts with the theory of Crozier (2001) as cited by Paulsen (2006) that students 

will have no experience by avoiding social context. This situation might stimulate 

students become more passive in share their ideas if they did not forced to try facing 

the social context, which is a classmate. 

B. Pre-service teachers’ interaction strategies to engage with passive 

students. 

This research do not only showed that some students were passively join the 

classroom participation, but also it showed some strategies that appeared in every 

activity. These interaction strategies were build by pre-service teachers not only 

found in well prepared action but also spontaneous actions. These interaction 
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strategies will be characterized in four type. The first is using personal approaching 

toward students, second is using familiar term or context for the students, the third is 

using interesting tools and games, and the last is setting group work and discussion. 

1. Having  personal approaching toward students 
 

At this phase, the participant was found to see relationship between students and 

teacher influenced classroom ativity. It was seen from this following video-taped 

transcribed  from participant E. 

Extract 1.4 Participant E’s classroom situation during observation on February 21st09.12 – 
09.25 
 

T : “Let’s answer the question yaa.. individually ya..” 
S : “Looh..tanya temene boleh?” 

( Teacher walk around the class and check some students’ work) 
T : “Mudeng ya,, kalo ada yang ga tau boleh tanya miss”. 
S : “Iyaaa” 
T (walk to a student who do nothing) 
T : “Ayo..dikerjakan,,mana yang ga bisa..?” 
S : “Iyaa.. yang ini gimana?” 
T ( explain personally) 
S : “Oo iya miss..brarti bukan kaya gini?” 
T : “He’em..bisa ya sekarang?” 
T : “Ayo yang belum mengerti boleh tanya miss.” 
10 minutes 
T : “ Ayo siapa yang mau jawab..let’s discuss ya..nomer satu yuuk apa?sapa ni 

tau” 
S(1s) (raise hand) 
T : “Nice try... yuuk..kamu baca” 
S  ( read  his answer) 
T : “ Very good..sapa lagi yuk,,nomer 2.” 
S(4ss)  (raise hand) 
 

 During stimulated recall interview, participant E strenghtened the video-taped 

that she  concern at approaching the students personaly. It is seen from this following 

confirmation“ As you see. I walked around the classroom and asked them one by one 

whether they could do the exercise or not, gave some clues and explanation for them. It 

was a must!”(Pre-service teacher E’s statement during interview session on April 2nd 2013). 

This data showed that this participant did personal approaching for her students. She 
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walked around the class, tried to find students who seemed confused. Moreover the pre-

service teacher gave extra attention for some students and re explained the material. 

Positive comment was also given to the students who tried to answer the question. 

 The theory from Frynier (1994) as cited in Wen & Clement (2003) claimed that 

good teacher and student relationship motivates students has positive response. It is in 

line with this data that students easily talked and asked to the teacher when good 

relationship was built. Moreover, Students were given opportunities to have some 

conversation with the teacher as they receive knowledge from pre-service teacher’s re-

explanation. This evidence is supported by Lee & Ng (2010) that teacher could facilitate 

interaction with the students if they are given longer time to acquire knowledge.Since 

the students got deeper understanding about the material, it seen that the students 

seemed encouraged to share their answer in class. As cited from Wen & Clement (2003) 

that environment with comfort, courage, confidence, and cooperation can break the 

students’ passivity into willingness to speak. The students’ willingness to talk was 

stimulated by their confidence of understanding the material and pre-service teacher’s 

positive comment. 

2. Using familiar term or context for the students 
 

Beside these pre-service teachers were found using personal approach toward 

the students, these participants decided to have familiar topic for the students. It will 

be showed from this following video transcript. 

Extract 1.5 Participant D’s classroom situation during observation on February22nd 09.12 – 
09.15 
 

T : “Gambar apa ini tadi?medoan ya? Dah pada tau semuakan? Ada yang tahu 
ga cara bikin ini gimana?” 

S : “Hahahha..mbendinomangan..tauuu!” 
T : “Nah sekarang..buat bikin mendoan apa aja yang dibutuhin?” 
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S ( all)  : “Tempe!” 
S : “ Wajan, kompor,..seledri,,!!” 
T : “Apa satu satu..in English yaa.”. 
(Teacher write it on the whiteboard.) 
S : “Tepuung.” 
T : “In english apa?” 
S(some): “Flower flower...” 
T : “Flourya..F..L..O..U..R” 

 
 
During stimulated reacall interview, this participant give confirmation toward this 

video-taped. This is the following confirmation based on previous video. 

Extract 2.2 Pre-service teacher D’s statement during interview session on Tuesday, March 
25th2013 
 
“ One for sure , the material should be based on the students’ environment,ummm..for example 
I gave them the example of procedure text in making ‘mendoan’…. Well,, just to make them 
figure out what should they do clearly. It helped a lot to maintain their understanding” 
 
This data indicate that this pre-service teacher took the example with familiar thing on 

their environment. It seemed the students had no difficulty in answering pre-service 

teacher’s question. Moreover, some students tried to answer in English although they 

said it incorrectly. 

 Based on this occurrence, it implied that classroom interaction easily maintained 

using familiar topic. As this participant’s statement it might help students to draw one 

understanding about the topic. It encouraged students bravely answer the question and 

speak in class. As cited in Tsou ((2005 ) that activities and task based from students’ 

culture can stimulate better learner interaction in class. Teacher has a big role in 

deciding what example should be used in explaining the topic. It is supported by Gill 

(2002) that teacher is a director of the lesson which can direct students’ opportunities to 

participate. The purpose was to set better understanding and the effect was stimulating 

students to speak more. 
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3. Using interesting tools and games  

Teaching a class must be well prepared to deliver the material, moreover extra 

effort is needed to reach the target. At this stage, some participants used AVA to hold a 

game or give exercise. It will be seen clearly from this following video transcription. 

Extract 1.6 Participant C’s classroom situation during observation on February 
21st07.25 – 07.40 
 
T : “I want you to work in pair ya,, dengan teman sebangku kalian” 
S : “Iya..” 
T : (use a toys.. with  lotteries in it.). “Now mister will work with this little 

monster. inside the mouth,, it consist of number from one to four..jadi ada 4 
group besarya,,ntar ambil satu kertas dari mulutnya yaa.isinya kata 
kerja..nantibuatsatukalimatdari ta yang didapatya..kayacontohtadi” 

S : “hiaaaa,,hahahahha..opookuii?” 
T  : (Walk around the class, so the students could take a paper from the toy’s 
mouth) 

“Ayooambilsatukertasya, subject.nyabolehkartun..harry potter, 
spidermanatausiapagitu.terserah” 

S : “Hihihi.yaaaa..mister,,,aku ..akuuu….” 
T : “Oke..dahdapatsemuayaa? Siapaberanimaju…?” 
S(2ss)(raise hand) 
T : “Yaa..kamudulumajucoba.” 
S : (Try to make a setence orally) 
T : (Help to make sentence) “Good..it’s a simple sentence ya..” 
T : “Ayoosapalagi” 
S(7ss) (raise hand) 
 
In order to confirm what happened in the classroom activity, participant C 

gave a statement during the stimulated recall interview section.Partcipant C’s 

statement said that“ I used that monster toys to raise their curiousity…hahaha.. it 

works…then I asked them to make a sentence orally …but they can choose the 

subject with their favouriteanime…oh..andyeah..i help them in making the 

sentence..”( Pre-service teacher C’s statement during interview session on  March 28th 

2013) 

 This ocurrence showed that this participant used a toy to attract studnets’ 

interest. Asked the students to make a senteceorally , but he asked them to use anime 

character as the subject. As the effect , some students initiatively raise hand and tried 
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to answer. At this phase this pre-service teacher did not let them, however he helped 

them in construct the sentence by giving feedback and correcting. 

 This incident implied that this pre-service teacher understand what was 

the students’ want. As cited by Zhang (2011), LIU &Littlewood (1997) suggested 

that teacher should design activity and task based from students’ preference needs. 

This pre-service teacher figure out that this student need one interesting tools to 

encourage them to learn and try to build a sentence. Beside, he showed the effort of 

correcting student’s answer orally and give comment after it. This determination is in 

line with Garton (2002) that give feedback in content focused can empower students 

to have bigger inisiative and responsibilities for learning. It was proven that after 

giving some positive correction, more students confidentally tried to raise hand. 

On the other hand, another pre-service teacher used games on her activity. 

She prepare some AVA to support this activity, the clearer explanation can be seen 

from the following video transcription. 

Extract 1.7 Participant B’s classroom situation during observation March 2nd11.15 – 11.30 
 

T : “Okay…sekarangwe are going to play a games..-spin your color” 
S : (seemed interested) 
T : (exlaining the rule) “ After you spin.. jadinanti kalian muterapanyaya,, nah 

jatuhdiwarnaapa,,nanti warna itu isinya pertanyaan, langsung dijawabya..?” 
S : “Iyaaa…” 
T : “Ayoo sapa duluu” 
S  (a student come forward) 
T : “Waaah,,,real gentleman,,,yuuk,,let’s spin!” 

(Students spin the board 3 times,, then pointer get the color,,Teachershow the 
paper’s color,, with question in it.) 

T : “Okee,,kalo bisa jawab dapet one star ya.” 
S  (read the question and tried to answer) 
T : “Yeeiiy,, give aplause,, ini bintangmu,,, ayoo sapa lagi” 
S(some): (Raise hand) 
 

In order to confirm what happened in the classroom activity, participant B 

gave a statement by the interview section. Participant B’s statement is“ Although it 
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was complicated to prepare, holding a game in classroom always make my class more 

alive.. they wants to speak more on this section”( Pre-service teacher B’s statement 

during interview session on  March 26th 2013 ) 

This data clearly showed this pre-service teacher used a game on her 

activity.  This participants design a game then the students could answer the exercise, 

although the material was difficult these students bravely tried to answer. By giving a 

reward after answering the question raised student’s interest to answer, whether it was 

correct or not. 

 This activity implied that the students will actively participate for 

something that can attract their interest. No matter how difficult the question they 

wanted to try spin that big board. It is supported by Mcdonough (2004) that games can 

be set for ecouraging students to actively participate in class. Moreover, the pre-

service teacher could convince them that answer the question incorrectly is not a 

problem. It is shown when she helped the student to answer, it encourage students not 

to afraid anymore. 

4. Setting group work and discussion  

Extract 1.8 Participant A’s classroom situation during observation on February 
19th08.25 – 09.02 

T : “Nah tadi udah pada mudeng ya gimana cara make a telephone call?” 
S : “Iyaa..” 
T : “Nah sekarang,,kerjasama teman sebangku kalian ya.. in pairs bikin dialog.. 

tentang telepon tadi.. dari step pertamasampeterakhir.” 
S : “Tentang apa miss?” 
T : “Terserah,,ngobrol apa aja.” 
T : “Nah bis itu,,  kalian tuker jawaban dengan pasangan di belakang kalian,,jadi 

berempat ya… saling berlatih dialog masing masing,,dan saling 
membenarkanya” 

S : (somefind their group and work) 
T : ( walk around the class and watch them) 
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In order to confirm what happened in the classroom activity, participant  A gave 

a statement during stimulated recall interview section. Participant A’s statement 

confirmed that “ I tried to put them on group..I wanted them work with their friend... I 

wanted to see how they ellaborate with the others pupils”( Pre-service teacher A’s 

statement during interview session on  March 26th 2013). 

 As it seen on the data, group working was set as the activity. On this phase this 

student teacher asked them to create a dialog in pair and then asked them to collaborate 

withthe others to correct each other. These students seemed enthusiasticaly find their 

group and started to work. But it still seen some of them were reluctant to move from 

their desk to start working. 

As suggested by Bruffee(1984) as cited in Trudell (2006) that many social 

context from discussion and collaboration can maintain cognitive action in writing and 

speaking. Itis in line with this occurence that showed the students did not only tried  to 

make the dialog by themselves but also they wrote it in pair. A team work is seemed 

maintaned from each students. Of course, on this section every students must have 

interaction woth the other students to have correct dialog. As claimed by Jackson (2002) 

cited by Chang (2011) that maintaining group harmony in language classroom is a 

reason which affects learners’ speaking and responding behavior. Working in a group, 

especially with their own friends might reduce students’ awarness in speaking and 

having interaction. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study aimed to determine how the pre-service teachers’ interaction 

strategies deal with passive students in classroom activity.  This research got the data 

from pre-service teachers’ teaching practicum in SMPN Banyubiru. The recently 

finding showed that some students were reluctant to participate in English class, they 

were passively participate in classroom interaction and passively doing the task. The 

students were reluctant to answer the teacher’s questions and had no willingness to 

respons. On the other hand, this research’s finding showed that these participants or the 

pre-service teachers had some interaction strategies dealing with these passive students. 

In answering the research question, the pre-service teachers’ strategies to deal with 

these passive students were highlighted into fourtype actions. The strategieswere, 

firsthaving personal approaching toward students, second using familiar term or familiar 

context for students, using interesting tools ad games, and setting group work and 

discussion. 

This research implied that acknowkledge student’s passiveness is an important 

factor. Moreover, it is very influental factors that which can lead teacher conduct 

success class activity. These interaction strategies were seen as tools to destruct the 

barrier of students’ reticence in class activities.  

Regarding to this study, it revealed that there were some factors which obstruct 

the participants’ strategies. First obstacle was pre-service teachers’ factor. As a teacher, 

they should reach lesson plan objective and delivery all the material. It would not be 

done if participants gave more attention to each student. The second obstacle was those 

passive students hardly change the behavior in classroom, be silent and talk less were 

major problems in teaching activity process. Moreover, this study suggestssome 
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noteworthy implications. First was pre-service teachers should provide interesting 

activity to attract the students concern. The second was as a teacher, should concern on 

their vocabulary knowledge. As far they did not know the meaning, all the activity 

would be less accepted. The third was, pre-service teachers should not give extra 

attention to all students, let them work independently. If the pre-service teacher applied 

the habit continuously, the passive students would depend on teachers all the time. 

Finally, this study still has limitations. This study just focused on the strategies and the 

passiveness form based on Zhang Ling concept. Actually, it could be analyzed more 

detailed with some additional categories of passive form and the implementation of the 

strategies..Besides, this study only focuses on the strategies toward passive students 

only.  Despite of  the limitations of this study, it is hoped that this study will give some 

ideas about how to apply some strategies toward passive students in Indonesia and that 

it will encourage a larger research project in this area so that the appropriate solution of 

these problems may be established 
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix 1 
 
Participant A 
 
I : What do you think of your student in your class? 
A : Oh my,,oke,,for all , I can say that it was tiring becoming pre-service teachers. 

Because,,umm,,it’s not only about how many times I teach . The most important 
factor is the students itself. As you see that these students need special attention 
in every activity. I could not let them listening my explanation only, I need to 
make sure they receive something. The reason I think,,uumm,,most of them did 
not get any English course in elementary school. So it is normal if they need 
more extra lear explanation. 

 I : Well, you have taught for 5 times  right? So , do you feel any difficulties in 
applying your lesson plan in all classes? 

A :yeaaaaaaaaaaahhhhh..totally yes I have difficulty.Since those students need 
special attention in every activity, so I need longer time to explain and to do the 
assignment. It will be better if I had longer time in every class. So I could 
explain the material well, do the task without ruining my lesson pland and did 
not reach the objective.  

 I : Then, were your all material successfully delivered to the class? Why? 
A : Like what I said, It was difficult to deliver all the material. I need to choose, 

should I give them all longer time for my explanation only or giving all my 
activity. But then, if I just deliver the material, yeaah, maybe they could 
understand the topic well. But I will not have a good mark on my managing 
time. 

 I : How do you think about your students’ willingness in learning English? 
A : They are..wait,,apaaayaa? Ummm,,,There were many new materials for them. 

Yaa,, in vocabulary or the grammar. Although I already gave suitable material 
for them, but it was difficult for them to cover. In fact, I made the material based 
on their handbook. They still understood the material in a small portion.  

I : Do you have any strategies to deliver your material to the students? 
A : I used less English and used Indonesia a lot. I used this because when I give 

any order in English they could not understand it. 
I : Besides you used Indonesia in classroom activity as your strategies facing 

these passive students, could you mention what are the others strategies? 
A : Usually I asked them one by one, to their desk. I walked around the class. I 

asked them “mana yang masihkurangjelas, mana yang gabisa” Sometimes I 
need to repeat my instruction in Indonesia.  

I : So, what kind of activity which can encourage students to join the classroom 
interaction? 

A : First of all, I explained the material first. It is a must. Then I give them activity 
and exercise. So they can get knowledge first then they can use it in activity. 
Then I approach them personally. I did it in every class. But I feel so frustrated, 
after I did this and that they still difficult to acquire the knowledge. 

I : Did your passive students have any behavior changes after you apply your 
strategies? 
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A : wah,,,not really. Usually when they had no idea about the material , they 
backed to their habit which was silent in the class. If they got the point of the 
material, they did the task directly and then they could answer my question well. 
They participate in class too, although not all of them. But it doesn’t make any 
changes for some students who really have behavior problems and less 
background knowledge. They chose to be trouble maker in class than give extra 
attention in class. 

I : As you seen on your previous teaching, what are the causes the students 
become so passive in class? 

A : I think ,,emm, their background ya.. they have not enough supplies in 
vocabulary. But then, I see some students are truly lazy. They need special 
attention, really. So it Is impossible when students have to do their task alone 
without my guidance. 

I : Besides ordinary activity in teaching, umm,,like you did such as delivering the 
material and give exercise, do you have any activity that will make the students 
have big attention into it? 

A : Games. It is suitable for them. It can attract them to talk and participate in 
activity. Beside the material can be delivered, the students can easily receive it 
In fun ways.Beside the activity I think more enthusiastic , more friendly are 
needed. Based on my personal experience that students will have big willingness 
to listen the teacher if they comfort with them. Little joke or humor can help a 
lot. 
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Appendix 2 

Extract 1.1 Participant C’s classroom situation during observation on February 26th  09.02 
– 09.03 

C  :”Kmrn ma miss murni diajari jobs ttg apa?” 
S (all) : (No answer) 
C  : “Description text ya..” 
S (some) :”Yaaa..des.crip,,tion” ( repeating the teacher ) 
C :” Ada yang masihinget description text tu yang gimana?”(Teacher  

prepare to write on white board) 
C  :“Description ya..brarti text tentang ,,?? Ayoo description ya..apaa?” 
S (all) : (No answer) (Teacher stands in front of class without pointing) 
C  : “Tentang apa?” 
S(1) :”Deskripsii…” 
C  :”Naaah,,deskripsiya..mendeskripsikan.” 
 

Extract 1.2 Participant A’s classroom situation during observation on February 13rd 08.30 
–08.34 

T : “Teleponyatadi diawali pake apa?” 
S : “Hallo” 
T : “Ya bener.” 
T : “Trus kalo telp langsungbilang ‘hei,, aku tadi gni gni’ apa itu bener?” 
S : “Salaah,…” 
T : “Iya bener. Aku salam dulu....good morning atau good evening gitu ya” 

(Teacher write the phone step,talking by herself and explain with write on the 
whiteboard,, did not ask the students directly) 

T : “The second step is.. dial the number yaa..bener?” 
S : (no answer) 
T : “Third step is..apa?”(face the whiteboard) 
S : (no answer) 

Extract 1.3 Participant D’s classroom situation during observation on February 7th11.37- 11.39 
 
T : “Okee thank youu,, give aplause buat temenya.. sekarang siapa yang mau maju?” 
S(all): “Aprii aprii nikeen majuuuuu,,,weidyaaan...isora…hahaha” 
T : “Pssst.. jangan ngejek temenya” 
T : “Ayoo,,kalian berdua aja maju” ( point at the others students) 
S1&2: (smile and keep sit on their desk) 
T : “Ya udahyang lainya...sapa ayoo?” 
 

Extract 1.4 Participant E’s classroom situation during observation on February 21st09.12 – 
09.25 
 

T : “Let’s answer the question yaa.. individually ya..” 
S : “Looh..tanya temene boleh?” 

( Teacher walk around the class and check some students’ work) 
T : “Mudeng ya,, kalo ada yang ga tau boleh tanya miss”. 
S : “Iyaaa” 
T (walk to a student who do nothing) 
T : “Ayo..dikerjakan,,mana yang ga bisa..?” 
S : “Iyaa.. yang ini gimana?” 
T ( explain personally) 
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S : “Oo iya miss..brarti bukan kaya gini?” 
T : “He’em..bisa ya sekarang?” 
T : “Ayo yang belum mengerti boleh tanya miss.” 
10 minutes 
T : “ Ayo siapa yang mau jawab..let’s discuss ya..nomer satu yuuk apa?sapa ni tau” 
S(1s) (raise hand) 
T : “Nice try... yuuk..kamu baca” 
S  ( read  his answer) 
T : “ Very good..sapa lagi yuk,,nomer 2.” 
S(4ss)  (raise hand) 

 

Extract 1.5 Participant D’s classroom situation during observation on February22nd 09.12 – 
09.15 
 

T : “Gambar apa ini tadi?medoan ya? Dah pada tau semuakan? Ada yang tahu 
ga cara bikin ini gimana?” 

S : “Hahahha..mbendinomangan..tauuu!” 
T : “Nah sekarang..buat bikin mendoan apa aja yang dibutuhin?” 
S ( all)  : “Tempe!” 
S : “ Wajan, kompor,..seledri,,!!” 
T : “Apa satu satu..in English yaa.”. 
(Teacher write it on the whiteboard.) 
S : “Tepuung.” 
T : “In english apa?” 
S(some): “Flower flower...” 
T : “Flourya..F..L..O..U..R” 

 
Extract 1.6 Participant C’s classroom situation during observation on February 21st07.25 – 
07.40 

 
T : “I want you to work in pair ya,, dengan teman sebangku kalian” 
S : “Iya..” 
T : (use a toys.. with  lotteries in it.). “Now mister will work with this little 

monster. inside the mouth,, it consist of number from one to four..jadi ada 4 
group besarya,,ntar ambil satu kertas dari mulutnya yaa.isinya kata 
kerja..nantibuatsatukalimatdari ta yang didapatya..kayacontohtadi” 

S : “hiaaaa,,hahahahha..opookuii?” 
T  : (Walk around the class, so the students could take a paper from the toy’s mouth) 

“Ayooambilsatukertasya, subject.nyabolehkartun..harry potter, 
spidermanatausiapagitu.terserah” 

S : “Hihihi.yaaaa..mister,,,aku ..akuuu….” 
T : “Oke..dah dapat semuayaa? Siapa berani maju…?” 
S(2ss)(raise hand) 
T : “Yaa..kamu dulu maju coba.” 
S : (Try to make a setence orally) 
T : (Help to make sentence) “Good..it’s a simple sentence ya..” 
T : “Ayoosapalagi” 
S(7ss) (raise hand) 

 

 




